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TITLE OF CASE
LEE HARVEY OSWALD

REFERENCES:
WFOairtel 1/7/64, with enclosed LHM both captioned "PEDRO ELIAS PAGES, aka VICTOR ALBA, IS - Mexico." (Interview of Miss JOSEFINA JIMINEZ); WFOairtel 1/20/64, with enclosed LHM both captioned "ZYGMUNT BRONIAZEK, IS - PO." (Contacts with MARK LANE); WFOairtel 2/18/64, with enclosed LHM under subject's caption. (Interview of Dr. HERMINIO PARELL-VILA); WFOairtels with enclosed LHMs under OSWALD caption dated 2/19/64, 2/20/64, 2/26/64, and 2/28/64. (MARINA OSWALD and party stay at Willard Hotel); WFOairtels with enclosed LHMs, OSWALD caption, dated 2/28/64 and 3/4/64. (Info from YURI I. NOSEIKO, Soviet defector); DLairtel 2/28/64, and WFOairtel 3/5/64. (Re MARINA OSWALD's method of return to Dallas); WFOairtel 3/7/64, (NOSEIKO info re aliens firearms use).
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ADMINISTRATIVE DATA

Miss MENDEZ was interviewed by SA WILLIAM J. LANDER.

Dr. HERMINIO PORTELL-VILA was interviewed by SAs GENE L. BURGE and JAMES F. MORRISSEY.

LARRY BULLARD, (WF T-3), was interviewed on 2/19/64, by SA JAMES F. MORRISSEY, on other occasions by SA CLAUDE V. BOGLEY. SA BOGLEY also interviewed Inspector THOMAS J. KELLEY and Miss ANTONETTE CAPUTO.

INFORMANTS

Identity of Source       File Where Located
WF T-1 is LUIS RAUL BETANCES.  105-5516-95
WF T-2 is (WF 1499-S*)       --
WF T-3 is LARRY BULLARD, Willard Hotel, whose identity is being protected at his request.

The attached report is classified "Confidential" since it contains information from a confidential source of continuing value in WF T-1 whose identity could reasonably be discovered as the result of information furnished and thus compromise his future effectiveness. It is also classified thus to protect WF 1499-S whose reported information reveals the Bureau's interest in a Polish national who is connected with a Polish newspaper and who is a confidential source of continuing value.